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Creating this book was a real adventure, which exceeded all expectations!
There are as many street photography definitions as there are street photographers.
And, I think, this is not a surprise at all, because our streets and our own views on what is
important, interesting or beautiful are diverse beyond imagination.
In the Bruxelles Art Vue book, Street Photography edition, you will find works of artists of
many backgrounds and cultures. Each of them giving us their perspective and
interpretation.
Renata D’Angelo

On the next pages, you will find works of people who lived with photography through
all their lives and those who have discovered it on their way. There are images taken
with film, advanced cameras, but also those taken with a smartphone.
I look at all the photos with an open mind, aiming to understand and feel another
person’s message.

Years 2020 and 2021 will be forever marked by the pandemic. All parts of our
lives have been impacted, we had to go through enormous changes. Life was
and still is far from usual. This photo shows how it feels not to be able to go
on the street. How we all struggled to find ways to still experience life against
all adversities.

We give this book into your hands, wishing you experiencing the diversity of street
photography.

Children that would normally enjoy sunny weather and fresh air playing
outside, find the substitute on a balcony.

Aleksandra Rowicka
Art Director

Yes, this is a photo that many would argue is not a real street photography
photo. We have chosen it, as these times are also not usual times.

bruxellesartvue.com
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Mário Afonso (1983), born in Cascais and currently residing in Canelas,
Estarreja. He has a Degree in Fine Arts by the faculty of Fine Arts,
University of Porto, and has a master’s degree in Contemporary Artistic
Creation at the University of Aveiro. At the moment he manages the
Estação Project, a space for cultural dissemination which is being operated with the intent to promote the work of national and international
artists from various artistic areas.
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marioafonso.myportfolio.com
IG @mabafonso
FB @mario.afonso.75

I was born, live, and work in Lisbon, Portugal. My background is sociology, but I work nowadays on graphic and multimedia design. My interest
in photography started at the time of high school. Street photography
has been the most frequent since then, and I usually carry a camera on
my shoulder or in my hand. I worked some years in Macau, China, and
travel is also a passion, particularly in southeast Asia. A very important
percentage of my street photography practice came from those travels
to India, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos.

ruidelgadoalves.photography
IG @ruidelgadoalves
FB @ruidelgadoalves
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Dancho Atanasov has been interested in arts and has tried out many
things – from music to painting and fine arts as well. The artist left his
time as a jet fighter pilot and air traffic controller behind and now works as
a conceptual, fine art, landscape, travel, and architectural photographer.
His works have received many awards and are frequently exhibited.
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artofdancho.com
IG @art_dancho
FB @artofdancho

T
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Athanasiadis

Thanasis Athanasiadis is a freelance photographer. He was born in Thessaloniki in 1955, where he still lives. He photographs since the end of the
80s, he actively worked with photography since 1999 at the Photography
Centre of Thessaloniki, where he was also a member of the Board of
Directors for 3 years. He has presented 5 personal exhibitions, participated in more than 60 group exhibitions in Greece and took part in 7
international photo exhibitions. He won the 3rd price at the International
Portrait Competition in Greece 2018, and he was a member of the jury
for the competition of 2019. He presented 2 personal works, concerning
travel photography and street photography, to the photographers of
Thessaloniki. He has curated many photo exhibitions and participated in
many cultural events all over Greece.
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artofdancho.com
IG @art_dancho
FB @artofdancho

Sébastien

B
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Walking around in Paris I take snapshots of whatever strikes me: walls,
people, buildings, motorcycles, cars, with glamour/rebels aura like if the
street would be a movie scene. Taking photographs is a quest for liberty.
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sebbayette.myportfolio.com
IG @sebbayette
FB @seb.bayette

G

eorg Bernoff
georgbernoff.com
IG @georgbernoff
FB @Bernoff
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Georg Bernoff is the pseudonym of Bernard Georges Noffels. Born in
1954 in Kortrijk (Belgium - West Flanders). He lives and works from his
home base in Kuurne (B). Mainly active as a street and travel photographer. He publishes both in color and black and white, and although he
has a slight preference for the B&W, he does not allow himself to be
pinned down to one particular style or theme. In addition, he occasionally writes some prose and poetry.
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Born in Reggio Emilia (IT), I started taking photos in 2011, using both
digital and analog 35mm cameras. I focus my photography projects on
deep black and white shots where the subjects and feelings are protagonists. I travel all around the world (mostly Europe and North America)
to find the perfect subjects, spots and covering the most important
events of our years.
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IG @samuel_carpi
FB @Samuel Carpi

What I like the most in street photography is the freedom I feel when
shooting. There’s virtually no limit except your own ethics (and the rule of
law, of course). I obviously like to take pictures of people but for me,
the background behind them is almost as important as the people
themselves. I mostly use prime lenses. Brussels is a fantastic source of
inspiration. I shoot there as often as I can. My favorite photographers are
Ernst Haas, Saul Leiter, Joel Meyerowitz, Harry Gruyaert.

IG @daysofstreet
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After studying photography at the art academy, I’ve continued to take
pictures. Gradually the photo no longer became the final goal but the
source of inspiration and trigger to mixed media work. Brussels is my
new home since New Year 2019. I’m a member of Stadsbiograe Brussel.
This membership has brought me back to pure photography. I explore
my habitat with an open mind. To better understand the city, I want to
get to know it from the inside and measure the depth of its stratification.
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fabienneclaes.wordpress.com,
fabienneclaes.myportfolio.com
IG @fabienneclaes
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I was born and grew up in Brussels. I have always loved photography,
since a year and a half I have been taking it more seriously. I love architecture, landscapes, and street photography. I have been inspired by
Pierre T Lambert’s YouTube videos, and I have also followed his 30-day
method training course, which allowed me to go to the next level. The
real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in
having new eyes.

IG @fabberio
FB @abrice.colson.5
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The Brussels Metro is one of my favourite places for street photography.
For the “Happy Feet” series I track original feet to isolate them from the
crowd of passengers. Funny sneakers, trendy derbies, high heels, colorful
boots, unidentified footwear: they all show the diversity of the Brussels
population and bring some fun in boring daily commuting. I always try to
include the yellow delimitation line of the platform for situating the metro
context and add a dynamic perspective to my shots.
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helene-cook.eu
IG @helenecookphoto
IG @happyfeetinmetro_bxl

r

enata D’Angelo

Brazilian, architect. Mother of three children. It replaces the Atlantic with
the Mediterranean at the turn of the millennium. Always with a camera
in hand to immortalize moments of the daily life of the streets of Barcelona, to anyone who crosses the road and their own family environment,
before time turns them off. „I am attracted to the lives of anonymous
people.” The light makes me happy.
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dangelorenata.com
IG @renatadangelo
FB @Renata D’Angelo

Sofia

D

alamagka

In this series ROLL THE DICE, every image talks about the person. Human existence is hiding behind every capture. It concerns everyone we
are passing by and at the same time, the ones that our eyes meet randomly through a glimpse that we turn away from afterwards. Personally,
I can say for sure that photography is a way of showing my existence,
a kind of love that does not wear out as time goes by and my camera is
my eternal mistress. For me, capturing a moment should create doubts.
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IG @sofia_dalamagka
FB @Sofiadalamagka

Sigrid

d

ebusschere

Photographer Sigrid Debusschere was born in Ghent and lives near
Brussels. Sigrid enjoys the freedom of wandering in the streets, especially at night in big cities. In 2015, she had a successful solo exhibition,
‘Street Portraits,’ in Belgium. Since 2016, she has been several times a
finalist in Street Photography Contests. In 2019, she won First Prize at the
Maastricht Photo Festival and in 2020 she received a Bronze Medal at
the Paris International Street Photo Awards. Her work has been exhibited
around the world, from NYC to Sydney.
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sigriddebusschere.com
IG @sigrid_debusschere
FB @sigrid.debusschere
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ostas Delhas

I was born and raised in Athens, where I am working as a professional
photographer. My main areas of photographic interest are theatre, dance,
architecture and advertising photography. At the same time, I am developing my personal street and travel photography projects.
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costasdelhas.com
IG @costas_delhas
FB @costasdel
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aris Diamantidis

People passing by. All so alike, yet all so different. What do they have in common, and
what is it that sets them apart? It’s a mystery. Magnificent or ordinary, exceptional or
trivial, amusing or sad, but always dignified. I use my imagination to try and uncover
what is hidden behind their appearance. I often leave them free to roam in a space
devoid of any points of reference, but they often set the stage themselves, spontaneously creating groups according to their affinities and tastes, constituting “ensembles,”
communities. Deep down, we can make out the multiple identities of a human being.
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lesgenquipassent.com
IG @haris.diamantidis

H

enri Dongo

IG @henridng

Just a hobby shooter who tries to capture night scenes on the street as
with different times of the day, come different moods...”
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IG @ericfelet
FB @eric.felet
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Amadora D-fence is a glimpse of the last lockdown in Portugal, a peek
into the city of Amadora through the fences that delimit the now empty
public and private spaces. What remains is the silence and the emptiness on the other side of these fences. A suspension of life before we
can go back to imagining new destinations beyond the train tracks, before going back to playing with life itself. Amadora D-fence is an attempt
to give sense to this absence.
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All these pictures are captured in different places and moments. I like
atmosphere and realism. I am going out in the city to find something that
will surprise me and create a picture with it. But at the same time somehow, I create my pictures, I don’t wait for the ‘’moment ‘’ to happen. I like
color, strong shadows, and lights. I am attracted by forms, objects, buildings, and human beings. Everything and everybody have a story to say.
I get excited that I am there with them somehow.

elenifragou.com
IG @elenifragou_photography
FB @elenifragouphotography
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artins
miguelfurtadomartins.com
IG @miguel.furtado.martins
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EPHEMERALITY - DAILY PATHS I look for the exact moment to press
the button. Taking pictures is to be ready to shoot at the right moment,
taking seconds, hours or days. It is decoding the secret of the soul,
capturing the ephemerality of time. Miguel Furtado Martins was born in
Lisbon, Portugal in September 1990. He studied and got an education on
Forensic Psychology and Social Exclusion. Photography appears to him
as a privileged way to express and communicate.
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uglielmo William
Giacomini

Particolari di momenti della vita.
IG @guglielmo1110
FB @Guglielmo William Giacomini
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I think that street photography plays an important documentary role but
that doesn’t imply that it cannot develop an artistic character around its
method. I capture abstract images that have a certain surrealism and
an artistic sense, leaving the viewer with a certain intrigue about what is
happening. People shape and move the streets. With my photography
I seek to capture these lights and shadows through the activity of individuals who move through the city. Through movement.

sqlgueiro.com
IG @sqlgueiro
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Based in Brussels, I am an amateur photographer who likes to walk and
get lost in the streets to capture unusual moments, moments of life.
Through my pictures, I love to give a new perspective on the city.
Transform trivial things into a moment of life. By opening your eyes and
looking around, life takes on its full meaning and turns into poetry.
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IG @tomix_pix
FB @TomixPix

K

im Harding

I am an Englishman living in Brussels with my family since 2005. I adore Brussels and enjoy walking the streets with my camera, there are so
many interesting and bizarre things to photograph. It is an amazing city
with an awesome variety of people from many different cultures and
backgrounds which makes it such an interesting city. These images were
from 2019 and 2020.
FB @KAH29
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What has drawn me to street photography has always been its inherent
tension and contrast. Be it the contrast in isolating the subject in a busy
urban environment. Be it the tension in connecting with the said subject.
Be it the juxtaposition between the subject’s action and the photographer’s experience of said action, reflected in the final work. And just as
this tension can manifest itself in a matter of seconds, so it can disappear
similarly. Therefore, my inspiration over the last years as an amateur photographer pursuing street photography has been to explore the myriad
of possible manifestations of said tension, contrast, and juxtaposition.
I present in this small selection of my photographs and attempt to dive
into this with examples in both colour and black and white.
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IG @mhlittlewood

A

ngie Hesser

Our perception is based on our senses and what has shaped us in life.
We see the same things and yet everyone sees something different.
Street photography is incredibly diverse. You learn to look closely.
Everyday situations, emotions, documentaries. I especially like to look at
us humans with a twinkling eye and self-irony. Humor as the elixir of life.
Mostly black and white, because it allows you to express things in
a different way.
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likeisee.com
IG @Angie.Hesser.photography
FB @Angelika.Hesser.98

L

ori Hillsberg

Nothing lights up the New York City nights like Neon. During this crazy
year, I was able to find joy in night photography.
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lorihillsbergphotography.com
IG @raveninnyc

Federico

i

mperiale

My practice crafts visual narratives of thought, making use of the expressive characteristics unique to photography to research the unconscious
aspects of vision. In „Subveil”, I portrayed the L.A. subway as a surreal
underworld by revealing its latent visual facets. Thanks to the location’s
low light and the pushed high ISO film’s texture, the subjects become
characters of an oneiric manifestation, crafted by the encounter between their identity and the uncanny environment they relate to.
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federicoimperiale.com
IG @imperialefederico

J

oakin Iriarte

Chemist as professional, and poet as a way of loving life trough words
and images. Till nowadays he has published several poetry and photograph books and done some photograph exhibitions and taken part in
art performances. As poetry author he has written: Palabras Huérfanas
(2014), BAZTAN Begirada bat laino artean, BAZTAN Una mirada a través
de la niebla (2015), Haizegoa Leihoetan - El viento Sur en las ventanas
(2016), and Me senté a mirar... (2020).
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IG @Haizegoairiarte
FB @Joakin Iriarte

N

eil Johansson

I have been interested in photography since I took it as an option for my
Art A-Level back in the early 2000’s. I then went to the University of Sheffield and studied Law, but returned to photography when I came home.
I am a member of the RPS and attained my LRPS distinction in 2012 and
my ARPS distinction in 2018. My work has featured in various magazines
and has been exhibited both nationally and internationally. I am currently
working on several long-term projects and also my FRPS panel.
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neil-johansson.pixelrights.com
IG @sven804
FB @sven804

P

ati John

I am self-taught photographer with a sharp eye for details and a curious
explorer looking for my own style. Regardless of naming, I simply want
to be defined through the prism of my mobile photo’s because a day
without a photo is a day lost. My style is a mishmash of many different
approaches and techniques, often overlapping each other. Whatever my
photo subject is you can always expect some geometrical patterns and
forms composed in it – kind of my photographic signature of finished
artwork.
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IG @pati.john
FB @pati.johnn
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Amsterdam at work - Most people picture my city with lost tourists
bustling about or residents just chilling in cafés. But every day, these
invisible workers brave early mornings, long days, busy trains, and trams
to make arriving in this fair city. It’s especially poignant now, considering
this was obviously pre-lockdown, which makes the images even more
striking. I live and work here, and it has been unsettling to see the city
close down, shop by shop. The tourists disappear. The expats move back
home. Leaving a once-bustling city transformed into silence behind.

linkedin.com/in/mywriteidea
IG @mywriteidea
FB @ingridejong
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Photography is a reflection of light, shadow, glare, an inner world. I follow
my intuition to consciously piece together fragments of a hidden reality,
reveal undisclosed rooms of the mind, and observe society’s transformation. In Milan, Europe’s hotbed of Covid-19, I witnessed the world’s
fashion capital crumbling, amidst vacant mannequins and alienated humans. Now, how can we form connections despite the confusion, distortions, and the weight of a society trying to find and rebuild itself?

erhankahveci.com
IG @aerhankahveci
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Born in Namur in 1979, Edgar Kosma is a Belgian author, comic scriptwriter and stand-up comedian who has lived and worked in Brussels since
1998. Between two jobs, he walks in the streets of Brussels to breathe
and draws his camera as soon as he has the impression of being in front
of a comic or absurd element or something that comes out of ordinary
reality.

edgarkosma.com
IG @edgarkosma
FB @edgarkosma
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I am currently a Phd student at the Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice.
I was born in Silesia. My passion is drawing, painting and, of course
photography. I’m mostly in documentary photography and I’m a great fan
and supporter of mobile photography. I am a laureate of many competitions in the world for example: Grand Prize Winner Mobile Photography
Awards, Cewe Awards, 1st in International Photography Awards , 1st and
2nd Moscow International Photography Awards, National Geographic.

IG @du_lka
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I like to express my inner world through various types of photography.
Travel photography is my biggest passion, yet I am constantly seeking
and experimenting various color compositions, trying to find uniqueness
in time and space. Photos are taken in Brussels, Paris, Jaipur India, Hanoi
Vietnam.
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IG @damjankov
FB @damjank
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Teodora Lalova is a Bulgarian lawyer, currently living in Belgium, where
she is doing a PhD at KU Leuven. Teodora writes poetry in Bulgarian and
in English, and is a laureate of several national poetry competitions.
Photography is her favourite way to get to know the places she lives in,
the places she travels through.
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IG @sledobedi
FB @theodora.lalova

a

ndrew Maben

Clowns & Costumes, melancholy and joy. Anything, from a moth to the
Milky Way, anyone and anywhere, is fit material for a photograph. But
nowhere offers so rich a choice of potential as The Street and its people,
and among those people the clowns and costumed performers are the
most arresting - exuberant or listless, larger than life yet caught in life’s
coils they express all our moods, show us ourselves as we are, our
essence and our power.
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photography.andrewmaben.net
IG @last_huzzah
FB @AndrewMabenArt

Luis Angel
Martínez

V

idal

I am from Spain, born in Galicia and the grandson of a great Galician
landscape painter. I had the chance to travel to many countries trying to
discover the feelings of people and the soul of cities. That is what
I always am trying to portrait. Colors are in continuous change, but light
uses to forge the feelings of people and, even, the cities. Maybe that is
why I love black and white photography.
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IG @knowspain

M

ike Mcilvaney

I am a candid public image maker based in the UK. My photography
relies upon light, colour, circumstance and luck to create a previously
unseen narrative; a different kind of aesthetic reality.
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mikemcstreet.com
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Juan Martin Monte was born in Buenos Aires Argentina 1980, Since then
have lived in other countries for extended periods of time and has develop a career in photography and filmmaking traveling around the Central
American Region. He Arrived in Belgium in May 2017 and ever since has
been developing several projects in both analog and digital mediums
related to his new experiences depicting the Belgian landscape and
society. Currently works for the art gallery De Ruimte located in Turnhout.
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IG @fotos_mundanas
FB @montecasa2

h

assan Nezamian

Ordinary people in the shadow of life. A project I photographed in
London between 2012 and 2020. Shadows and contrast play a pivotal
role to tell the story in each photograph. I had to wait for a long time to
get a sunny day in London. Capturing people and their shadow in the
city which is famous for fog and rain was an enjoyable challenge for me.
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hassannezamian.com
IG @hassannezamian_photographer
FB @iman.nezamian

Evert

O

bdeijn

What I love to do most is going out, talk with people and „catch a feeling”
with my photos. The photos are taken in the cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Lisbon, London and also in the small village where I live with my
family.

www.twilshusen.com

evertobdeijn.myportfolio.com/
introduction
FB @EvertObdeijn Photography
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My first pictures were inspired by travel experiences. I started to take
pictures with my Nikon D3000, but as my attention turned more towards
street photography, I renounced the heavy equipment, and began to use
my phone. Eventually, it was the covid crisis that called the passionate
photographer out of me. I joined the always positive and supportive
photo community of Instagram, but first of all I discovered a new daily
motivation and the therapeutic healing power of photography.
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IG @_katapal_
FB @katalin.pal.946
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eodor Radu Pantea

teodorradupantea.zenfolio.com
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Born in February 21, 1953 Oradea, Romania. Participant in 580 international contests of photography and 103 in Romania, and in more than 100
group exhibitions. Awarded with 310 international prizes and mentions.
Member in 114 juries of photography. I have had 121 personal exhibitions.
Since 1994 I’m teaching photography in the University of Oradea. Doctor
in photographic history. Member of the Union of Plastic Artists of Romania. Honorable member of more than 30 associations of photography.
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		 Papadopoulos
Dimitris lives and works in Thessaloniki/Greece. He deals with film education, cinema and photography. He has directed three documentaries,
done photo exhibitions and won awards in competitions. He likes to photograph scenes from the daily life of his city. He also experiments with
various photography techniques. He believes that the ‘good moment’
comes unexpectedly and he must find the photographer ready.
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dimpapadopoulos.wixsite.com/
website
IG @dimitrispapadopoulos_1
FB @Dimitris Papad

C

atalina Papari

IG @catapapari
FB @cata.papari
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I am trying to document the „layers” of Brussels: a weird mix of architecture, people, cultures, habits, etc. The work submitted focuses on
the social puzzle/”layer” of the city surprised under the evolution of a
pandemic. The series gives free choice to the viewers to decide her/his
own narrative. It draws the attention only to some basic elements such
as age, habits, relationships, social status, culture, with the final goal
of surprising the human unity in its heterogeneity and its connections
in miscommunication. All my pictures are made on film, with a camera
bought from a flea market. The film texture complements the concept
behind, as all the „noisy” colours and feeling of a film photo remind me
about „many layers” of time: decades in the evolution of photography
and minutes of exposure when developing a film.
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I am a passionate photographer living in Milan. I shoot everything I like
but I prefer portraying candid scenes in the streets. It is my way to be
thankful to life.

IG @marcoparenti3677
FB @marco.parenti1
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I’m a bike messenger in Brussels. Year ago a photographer friend of mine
gave me an Olympus Mju camera as a present. I decided to always keep
the camera with me somewhere in my messenger bag. My pictures are
reflections of what I see daily out there.

IG @kardama_pedalbxl
FB @kardama_pedalbxl
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Born in Lisbon (and currently living in Brussels) in 1970, his devotion to photography came as a late call when he felt the need to start registering the different
moments and places that he was experiencing. Fully amateur, his professional
activity doesn’t leave him too much time for a deeper and more intense dedication to photography but the different events that he has experienced in a variety
of places, shaped by distinct geography and cultures, such as Africa or Afghanistan, led him to a bigger effort to document those journeys through photography. In parallel, the author feels the need to evolve in order to better communicate his feelings when behind the lens with higher standards and eloquence.
The author has taken part in several exhibitions, national and international,
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bernardolorenaponte.com
IG @pontebernardo
FB @bernardolorena.ponte
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Combining street photography with a love of travel, Rachel roams the
globe on an endless quest for good subject matter. She aims to narrate
a story of people, place, time and situation and believes that a successful image turns the ordinary into the extraordinary. Working almost
exclusively in black and white, she is particularly interested in telling
stories from a cultural or political perspective.
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rachelmaryprout.wordpress.com
IG @rachelmaryprout
FB @rachelmaryprout

R

eis

These are several photos I did while living in Lisbon and London, from
my day to day life in those cities ,local people and touristic places seen
by my eyes. If these photographs can make you feel something, that’s
the most important part for me.

lensculture.com/ricardo-reis
IG @ricardojorgereis
FB @ricardoreisphotography.rjr
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enjamin Rostén

Showing the year of the plague in the streets of Uppsala in Sweden.
The cold and dark time of the year became even lonelier this year as we
all kept our distance and only saw shadows of each other as we hurried
past. Only flickering encounters flying by at a safe distance, leaving us all
running home to the isolation.
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benjaminrosten.com

rrsnapshop.com
IG @RussRowland
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J

ohan Rutgeerts
johanrutgeerts.com
IG @johanrutgeerts
FB @johan rutgeerts
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My photographs are rather old school but I’m glad to show life as
I see it around me. Like these scenes in Brussel: at café Flamingo, at
the Rouppe square, at the climate protest seen who has a solution, at
the Warande parc and at the stock exchange square. My profession is
being an architect and I like that very much, but I permanently observe
life through my Leica.
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@sattlerkim
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unther Schweigert

Snapshots of people and their environment on the shores of the Mediterranean. Situations of the moment in public space, which in the next
moment no longer exist. A consideration of urban spaces and the lives of
those who move within them. That’s my passion when I’m out and about
with my camera. Pictures never say anything about the beginning and
they are silent about what comes next.
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out-for-lunch.net
IG @outforlunchphotography

I was born in August 1973 in Thessaloniki where I still live today. In 2010
I attended a complete two year program of photography seminars at the
„Experiment” Multipurpose Center by Vasiliki Eleftheriou. I attended Art
seminars at the Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art in Thessaloniki, as well as History of Art in the Social Workshop „Garden” Photography classes for two years in the Photographic group P31. I organized and
curated many photography exhibitions. I am a member of the Photographic Center of Thessaloniki I have presented 6 solo and I have taken part
in over 20 group photo exhibitions.

lenasiopi1973.wixsite.com/mysite
IG @lenasiopi_photography
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„All the world’s indeed a stage, and we are merely players, performers
and portrayers” (Limelight, Rush - 1981). Like a portrayer, the meaning of
photography for me is to freeze in one shot the scenes of the immense
theatre of life, performed in the streets. This series, titled „Old school”,
wants to portray people of another generation in everyday life.
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umaniurbani.com
IG @umaniurbani
FB @umaniurbani
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Writer, music selector, musician, and visual artist living in Barcelona. He
has collaborated with articles and street photos in cultural magazines,
has taken part in group exhibitions and international talks on cultural studies. He is regularly walking and shooting ‘accidental visual poetry’ in the
street, working on a compilation of unpublished written material, talks,
other types of visual arts, playing one-off DJ sets, and making concept
music.
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IG @saintaneur
FB @rolluments
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This is one of the selected photos of my First book that I called „Olhares
sem Rosto”. It’s a one year photo collection about life In Portugal during
pandemic. It’s a document that seeks to show feelings, reactions,
adaptation to the new way of life and mainly, a feeling of resistance from
the Portuguese people.
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IG @Kphoto.1
FB @MagicalLight
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Sebastian Steimel is an interdisciplinary artist, based in Cologne. He
utilizes photography, video and sound design and engages with changes and developments in society. Sebastian is best known for capturing
candid scenes with a minimalist approach. Sebastian came into contact
with cameras and synthesizers in his early youth and has been inspired
by the vastness of the upcoming World Wide Web since then.
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sebsteimel.com
IG @seb_steimel
FB @sebsteimel
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Anja Strelec is a Croatian director, photographer and audio-visual artist
who lives and works in Brussels. In her work, she mostly concentrates on
social topics, portraying both individual human stories as well as society as a whole. Her multidisciplinary approach, working with a diversity
of visual formats - video, documentary film and street photography –
enables multifaceted storytelling.
anja-strelec.com
IG @anja_strelec_photography
FB @AnjaStrelecAudiovisual
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I’m a Venezuelan photographer, currently based in Madrid. I’ve been making photos since childhood thanks to my parents, my aunt and uncle.
In general, my work has been considered to be too political, maybe because of my upbringing and the situations my country went through while
I was still living there, nowadays I believe it to be more nostalgic and
reminiscent, specially due to the fact that I miss the place I grew up in,
the streets I knew like the back of my hand and the memories they carry.
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IG @OdaSucre
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Inhabitant of this world since 2001, I always enjoyed observing it. From
people to nature through colors, I don’t miss a thing. I started capturing it
with a small compact camera at the age of 14, when I was offered a rose
for my birthday. I was self-taught until I begun photography studies in
September 2020 in my hometown, Liege. As a lifelong learner, I educate
myself constantly. I mainly practice portraits and street photography, but
I’m up for any type of art.
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tiphotography.myportfolio.com
IG @t_irina88
FB @Irina Timofte

As a newcomer to the Netherlands, 2019 was the year I tried to get to
know the new world I entered in, through photography - observing the
streets, interpersonal relationships, architecture, feeling the vibe of the
city - it helped me adapt and understand the new circumstances, culture, customs and traditions that obviously differ from the country I was
born in, Romania. I like to capture candid moments that let me connect
to a deeper level, more meaningful, to the surroundings.
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klodettorosian.com
IG @thekaptaink
FB @klodet.torosian

I love my hometown of NYC and am inspired by the many different cultures and characters surrounding me. It is also a very graphic city which
lends itself to vibrant shapes and colors. You never know what incredible
things you will see at any given moment. My favorite subject matter is the
relation between people and their environment. I reside in Queens which
is known as the world’s borough and as an immigrant it’s important for
me to document all of my wonderful neighbors and community. I prefer
to mostly shoot film as it adds depth and a painterly quality to my work.
After all, photography is known as painting with light. But I do firmly believe that the talent lies within the artists eye not the equipment they use.
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A proposta fotográca que apresento fazem parte de imagens que nos
rodeiam da cidade de Lisboa com pessoas e edifícios. Percorrer a cidade para encontrar momentos únicos ou pelos diferentes tons da luz do
dia, da estação do ano, dos locais por onde passo e que me tocam para
os fotografar. Captar momentos com a vida das cidades, como o céu, as
sombras, os reexos, a arquitetura, o novo, o antigo, o quotidiano das pessoas, o que nos rodeia; é nesta harmonia e diversidade de pormenores
que me leva a fotografar e desaar o lado estético das „coisas”.
A diversidade de situações possíveis de fotografar são hoje um acrescido
interesse ao nosso olhar que deve estar atento e observador a tudo. É nestas linhas de pensamento que o meu trabalho fotográco se desenvolve,
experimentando e criando no domínio das minhas pesquisas pessoais.
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IG @mariajoaovale
FB @maria.j.vale
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Seeking Self is an installation instant photography (manual, wide format)
series that aims to represent an array of identities, be they sexual, cultural, gender, racial, or other, through the collection of an assortment of
images from the mundane, every day, to the obscure, radical, or abstract;
the main goal is to elicit inclusion and acceptance through exposure and
shared experience.
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twilshusen.com
IG @twilshusen90
FB @wilshusen.ne.arts
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jesusmzabalza.com
IG @jmzabalza

Né à Bruxelles, je suis passionné par la photographie depuis une dizaine
d’années. J’ai trouvé dans cet art un excellent moyen d’exprimer ce que
je ressens. J’aime la photographie de rue et les compositions graphiques. Dans mon travail photographique, je cherche à proposer un nouveau
regard sur les choses ordinaires en créant des images épurées et graphiques. Mes photos se concentrent surtout sur l’environnement urbain.
Je m’intéresse aux lignes, aux formes et aux couleurs qui se combinent
pour créer mon sujet. Je cherche les jeux créés par la lumière et les
ombres. L’ajout d’un ou plusieurs personnages vient perturber cette
tranquillité et insuer un sentiment de solitude ou un peu d’humour.

patrickzelis.weebly.com
IG @patrick_zelis
FB @patrick.zelis
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Just... Daisy! Graphic designer with a passion for abstract photography.
My photo series was made in Zwolle, the Netherlands. I captured details
that you may not easily see as for example a tourist. But also for me, as
a resident of Zwolle, where I know Zwolle very well, I was able to capture my images in such a way that I have not even seen that way before
either. I am greatly inspired by the details of structure and contrast and
made that aspect more visible during editing: black and white.

justdaisy.nl
IG @abstractzwolle
FB @justdaisydesign
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